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Abstract: - In comparison with the other Unicode-based
characters languages, Sindhi language is different in terms of
“Shape”, “cursive style”, and “position of character”. These
behaviours lead to present linguistic information and create
difficulties in writing and printing and also create more
complexities for document digitalization. The objective of this
study was to (i) summarize the main characteristic of Sindhi
language writing style.(ii) identify key problems in Sindhi
handwritten character recognition.(iii) suggest a neural network
recognition model. Sample data of Sindhi alphabets (fifty two
characters) are collected from native and non-native writers and
train by the system. The back propagation training mechanism is
used for classification which is designed and trained to recognize
any set of character. The input pattern is first fixed by image
processing techniques used by a dynamic link library. Proposed
model were tested with native and non-native character datasets.
This study also provides comparative analysis of the learning
rate of native and non-native writer’s inputs and provides
percentile learning differences. The model was robust and
flexible which can easily be extended to different other character
sets. The network exhibited recognition rate, approaching to
near fair level with reasonable noise tolerance.

techniques that can automatically extract, analyze and store
information from the physical documents for later retrieval.
Lot of literature in Sindhi language exists in different local
libraries. These documents are not really available on web to
use it as worldwide resource because there is no proper
method digitization is available. These data archives also hold
many of handwritten documents of different great poet,
authors which really need to be digitized for global promotion.

Keywords: Neural Network, Feature Extraction, Supervised
learning.

A. Variability in writing Style of different writers
Different writers write same statements in different styles.
This behavior creates complexity for recognition-algorithm to
understand input pattern, similarly the variability of same
author writes differently over the period of time [1].

I. INTRODUCTION
The functionality of computer software is required to
receive and interpret handwriting input from the source of
paper, photographs or from the touch screens. Handwriting
recognition is the functionality of a Software system which
receives and understands handwritten input from sources such
as paper documents, photographs, touch-screens and other
devices. A complete handwriting recognition system also
deals with formatting and it executes correct segmentation
process for characters and finds the most correct results. Once
individual characters are extracted, the recognition engine
starts to recognize particular corresponding computer
character. Handwriting recognition is ability of computer
programs to convert human written text into soft copy format.
This process has two ways.
1. By scanning written text
2. By taking input from input device
Most scanning suites offer some form of optical character
recognition which allows to scanning in handwritten inputs
and translated into digitalized form. Many archivists used
character recognition procedure to convert the Literature of
handwritten historical documents in digital form, this process
helps to make searchable and easily accessible documents.
Physical papers are very common to use most of the time in
daily life, because paper is considered as a comfortable source
and very feasible medium to make an archive of date. The
demand for physical documents will continue for many years
to come. Hence there is a great demand for the software

II. COMPLEXITIES IN ISOLATED SINDHI HANDWRITTEN
CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Comparatively optical character recognition algorithms
for handwritten text are much more complex in nature.
Handwriting has several significant variations from one user
to another user. Similarly printed fonts inputs are also
different from each other, so the level of accuracy of hand
written character recognition (HCR) is difficult to interpret by
OCR software. Handwriting recognition system has several
complexities which are discussed below.

Figure 1 variability in writing styles [self]

According to figure 1, the word “ ”ذواﻟﻔﻘﺎرis written by
different writers and every writer has their own ways to sketch
/ write character. [1]
B. Similar geometric / topological structure of character
Characters which hold similar geometric structure create
problem for recognition-algorithm. According to figure -2

Figure 2 Similar Topological Structure of character [self]

Characters geometrical shapes are similar. In this case, if
input “ ”جis given to input pattern and if that image contains
some noise after the dot of Character then it may be possible
that pattern recognition-algorithm may consider as “jhay, or
chay” or any other similar geometric shape character.[1]
C. Low quality of input pattern / poorly written
Poorly written input characters can also create problems to
recognition-algorithm. Suppose input pattern character
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contains some shaded drop ink then its nature becomes
complex to understand because it may be different from the
pattern which is given at the training time of algorithm. [1]
D. Nonnative writers
Nonnative writers can’t write characters smoothly as
compared to tradition form. So in this case it needs to be
retraining every input pattern for the non-native writers. [1]
E. Other Language Features
Sindh language text scripted cursively which means that
graphemes are connected with each other. Connection of these
characters interrupted at the end of the word. It is very
necessary for the handwritten character recognition system to
perform segmentation of characters.
F. Complex dotting structure of Sindhi Character
Dots are very important in Sindhi characters. They
distinguish characters from each other and separate the
signature of the character. They are extensively utilized to
differentiate characters which hold similar graphemes. As
shown in figure 3.

B. Segmentation Process
Segmentation process used to cut individual characters
separately. Every segmented image then moves for
classification by recognizer. The complexity of segmentation
process depends on the input pattern quality and the nature of
string. Characters are connected with tentative cuts.
Segmentations process locates these entotic cuts / gaps
between blobs of ink. As shown in figure.5

Figure 5 Tentative Cuts [2]

Entotic cuts are the block of ink which is comparatively
more highlighted every time at the starting and the ending of
character. The segmented results then passed to LeNet for
marking score against every character. After scoring every
character, back propagation learning algorithm is used to train
neural network. In this proposed approach of recognition,
author used multi-layer feed forward network. The training
process takes input pattern. Output layer preserves output after
network training process. The error rate will identify at the
output layer. It calculates average difference between input
and output layer pattern. To minimize the error rate weights at
hidden layer are re-adjusted. Capability of learning process
and the accuracy depends on the updating weights against
every learning rate. [2]

According to figure 3 similar signature or geometrical
shapes contain only different dots and positions of dots.
Handwritten recognition algorithm can be interrupted in case
of noisy inputs of above complex nature characters. For
example character “Day” contain only one dot on below line
where as character “Dhay” used two dots on below line. In
case of above example noisy input which is not clear enough
can create problem for recognition algorithm. Figure 4
represents similar characters demonstration.

C. Isolated Handwritten Characters Recognition for
Gurumukhi Script
In the Gurumukhi isolated handwritten character
recognition system, author completes whole process of
recognition in two stages. In stage one, features are extracted
which can uniquely identify the character. Similarly
performance of Gurumukhi script character recognition
system depends on how well the features are extracted to
uniquely recognize a character. Similarly classifiers
recognized the character by following the extracted features.
Steps followed by Gurumukhi character recognition are
discussed below [1].

G. Figure4. Different characters with different dot positions
Characters presented in figures having similar geometric
shapes but they hold only differences of dots and their
positions.

D. Feature extraction method
Performance of character recognition system depends on
the feature extraction method. So it is very important to have
good feature extraction method to achieve high level accuracy
in recognition system. [1]

Figure 3.Complex dotting structure of Sindhi characters

III. APPROACHES FOR ISOLATED HANDWRITTEN CHARACTER
RECOGNITION
A. LeNet Using Neural Network
The LeNet approach for Arabic character recognition
contains two stages to recognize a character. In first stage it
reads main body or shape of a character and in second stage it
reads auxiliary information of character like dots etc.
Proposed method follows this approach to recognize single
character at a time. Every true pixel demonstrates a neural net
known with a single “unit” or a single Neuron. Input pattern is
fixed in 20 x 20 pixel field. For every input pattern, extra
blank pixels are assigned around the border of input. This
extra blank field helps to reduce edge effect problem during
calculations. As first two layers of figure 1 shows darker
shaded area which represents greater activity. This third stage
of this approach finds the noise input against various dots of
input character to remove the ambiguity. [2]

E. Zoning approach
Input pattern given to Character recognition system is
divided into different overlapping and non-overlapping zones.
Zoning approach calculates the density of every object pixel.
The zone which is denser, is calculated in terms of number of
pixels. In this way every zone’s pixels calculated and then
sum of those pixels further divided by total number of pixels.
It is considered that representation of pixel values will be
either represented by 1 and 2. So every white pixel is
represented with 1 and every black

Figure6. Scaled image of Gurumukhi character saasa [1]

Pixel is represented by 0 values. Input pattern is normalized
into size of 48*48 units. As shown in figure 6, an scaled
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image of Gurumukhi character saasa is represented in form of
matrix presentation. The process of normalization is done by
dividing the all values of input pattern with largest value in
the feature set. [1]
F. Classification methods
Classification process takes extracted features as an input to
recognize text segment. So a training data model will help
here to recognize to give unknown pattern. Different input
patterns of different authors are given to produce training data.
[1]
G. K – Nearest Neighbour
K nearest neighbour approached helps to compute a
classification function. It examines the labelled training nodes
or points in the n dimensional space. Here n represents the
size of feature. K nearest neighbour algorithm calculates
Euclidean distance between the given test points and rank the
obtained distance [1].
H. Support Vector Machine
Proposed approach of Gurumukhi isolated handwriting
character recognition used support vector machine approach
which is very useful technique to classify input data. It is a
learning machine which has very good generalization features.
Proposed approach comes up with database of image files of
handwritten Gurumukhi scripts which contain size and
features of characters of Gurumukhi language. In order to
store image data extensible mark-up language is used. This
approach collects a total 2050 images of Gurumukhi
characters. According to summarized results, there are some
failure reasons of proposed approach which has different
causes including
 Inputs which are not clear enough (not properly written)
 Characters which are holding very similar topological
structure.
 Low quality blurred and broken images [1]
I. Primary and Secondary stroke approach for Isolated Urdu
Characters
This approach follows primary and secondary stroke
approach to identify the handwritten Urdu isolated characters
which is drawn on the drawing panel of a PC. To achieve the
goal of Urdu handwritten characters, this approaches used to
analyze visual, geometrics and other auxiliary parts of
characters and to identify the features of every characters
which distinguishes every character. Similarly at the
classification stage, it classifies every input as a separate
identified character [3].
J. Primary Stroke Features
Primary stroke utilizes to train the given input pattern. It
collected the following list of features from given input.




Length and angle of bounded box (Actual Panel)
Distance between the two points
The result of Sum of squared of the angles.

Collect sine and cosine angles between first and last point [3].
Figure7 represents primary and secondary strokes of the
characters.

Fig-7 Characters divided into primary and secondary stroke [3]

K. Secondary Stroke Features
Secondary stroke features identify the differences between
characters by holding auxiliary parts of input. The secondary
stroke features are written below.
 Length and number of secondary strokes
 Position and number of dots in secondary stroke
Number of dots helps to bifurcate one character with
another for example character “Bay” contains very similar
geometric shapes but it differs with others by total number to
dots. The position of secondary stroke is very important
feature which make difference between characters [3].
L. Classification Process
For the classification of the patterns, author used weighted
linear classifier approach to perform the process of
recognition. This study was focused to recognize handwritten
Urdu characters. The collection of samples was done from
native and nonnative writers. According to results,
discrepancy appears due to the cultural differences in the
procedure in which characters are traditionally written. Two
sample characters are collected from two different writers and
tested in linear classifier which correctly classifies 92.8% of
character. Similarly proposed approach also used by collecting
input patterns from nonnative writers who had never seen
Urdu characters. In this case 31% characters correctly
identified successfully. This is because of poorly written input
patterns [3].
M. Farsi/Arabic Isolated Character Recognition – Chain
Code approach
Chain code algorithm includes number of locations of dots
and other auxiliary parts in combination, which are used to
identify the isolated character recognition. This approach is
used to extract features including number of holes, number of
locations. The process of chain code approach recognition is
explained below.
N. Preprocessing
Preprocessing stage used to adjust input pattern to the
single fixed size to one point. So that it can be used directly
and efficiently by the feature extraction components. Figure 8
represents the details of image which follows thinning
procedure.

Figure – 8 Farsi Character after thinning process [4]

The number of auxiliary parts is extracted by chain code
approach as an identification of each character.
O. Auxiliary Parts Identification
Auxiliary parts of character are considered as core objects.
An order triple is developed against any character. The
procedure for creating the order triple is to read the character
from top of the input image and read it row by row and assign
P1 to the first object in the image. P2 and P3 are also allocated
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to objects located in the lower parts of the character image.
Every part of input character Integrated with 0 and 3. If the
intended object is the main body of the character, the value 3
will be assigned to relevant P.
P. Analysis of holes in character
After identification of auxiliary parts, number is to assign
to every character. In Arabic and Persian languages, script a
character that has maximum one hole. For example the
characters 'be', 're', 'dal' have got no holes, whilst the
characters 'sad', 'fe', 'ghein' have got one hole. Several
methods are available to calculate the number of holes from a
particular character. F = [P1, P2, P3, Holes]. Using the
feature vector F, the total set of Farsi characters could be
separated to ten non-overlapping subsets which are shown in
Table I along with their computed feature vectors.
Q. Chain Code Feature
Chain code approach focuses on the main body of character of
input image. It reads from top of the input image and move
row by row to collect pixel information. Character which
contains no starting point will be assigned zero number. For
example character “Hay” doesn’t contain starting point. So
each pixel of image has got eight neighbors and to each
neighbor assigns one value between 1 and 8. As shown in
figure 9.

Figure -9 Neighbours of a pixel and value assign to it [4]

So Chain code computation follow following equation vector
F = [P1, P2, P3, Holes,Chain _Code]
R. Chain Code Normalization
Chain code numbers are transferred into two dimensional
matrixes. Matrix first row is original values of given chain
code. Second row values are considered as frequency of
occurrence of these values. Proposed approached followed
nearest neighbor classifier in order to decrease the role of the
classifier by keeping the importance of feature extraction.
Metlab tool was used to implement this approach to perform
and test different datasets. The average result of propose
solution accuracy is near 97.4%.
IV. PROPOSE APPROACH FOR SINDHI ISOLATED HANDWRITTEN
CHARACTER RECOGNITION
For constructing a neural network for any of problem, it
is very necessary to select correct type of network with
suitable number of hidden inputs. These parameters really
depend on the nature of problem. Regarding Sindhi Isolated
character recognition large number of input and output data is
available which needs to be supervised. Time is the only
factor which affects training process. Proposed neural network
model uses feed forward back propagation neural network
approach to recognize isolated Sindhi handwritten character.
Back propagation neural network is very fair approach in
following different cases. In case when large number of data
(input and out) is available but not assured to compute the

right output. In such cases back propagation is feasible
solution to match inputs with outputs. Same scenario matches
with Sindhi isolated handwritten character recognition where
large input patterns of different native and nonnative writers
are available and prescribed input is matched with proposed
fifty two Sindhi alphabets. Proposed neural network model of
Sindhi isolated handwritten character recognition is consisting
on three layers. These layers are listed below.
1. Input Layer
2. Hidden Layer
3. Output Layer
Input Layer is the first layer of neural network model which
takes the input from external surroundings. In case of Sindhi
isolated handwritten character recognition, it takes input
picture box of the application. User needs to give input using
software pen input option by writing character on drawing box.
Every neuron of input layer is also connected with all neurons
of the next layer i.e. known as hidden layer. As input layer is
connected with hidden layer, hidden layer passes information
to the output layer and offer results. In order to simulate
neural network like a human brain, values and different other
parameters are propagated and suitably adjusted. Adjustment
of these parameters is known as neural network training.
Propose solution of neural network model follow supervise
training approach. A single layer of neural network consists of
more than one neuron. Every synapse which connects the
nodes has some weight. Transformation of data from one
neuron to the neuron calculated synapses weights by
multiplying to its weights. So the synapse weight has greater
role to perform correct functionality of any neural network.
To make a proof of concept neuron dot net library is used
for image extraction process. Proposed approach of back
propagation algorithm used supervised learning approach to
train feed forward back propagation neural networks.
Multiplication of weight and the source of neuron are passed
as input neuron and out activation results are known as output
neurons. The back propagation training approach initializes
the weights at first stage and then selects different random
samples for the training process. Once input neurons are
assigning to the input vector, proposed method starts
propagation to all neurons and push them in forward direction
in order to get out from the output layer. In output layer,
proposed method check error results and check the difference
of output and required output. Here checking process has
squared error value. Square error value denotes the efficiency
of training process. At this stage delta is calculated which
explain updated weights of all synapses. This updating
performs variation in error retrieval process. The cycle of
training epoch for all training sets perform up to reach on
desired error stage. This process takes much iteration. The
criterion of stopping a particular iteration is to reach on
acceptable mean squared value.
A. Collection of Data from Native and none Native writers
For the training process of proposed solution, data is
collected from both native and none native writers. The details
of data collection are presented below.
TABLE1. DATA COLLECTION DETAILS

Writers
Patterns
Native
5
None Native 5
Total Number of patters
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Total Alphabets
52
52
52* 10 = 520
20

To preserve the collected samples, they are serialized
further in a file system. Complex structure characters like
“ghay” , “jhay” and few other are really difficult to write for
nonnative writers so more than one attempts of characters are
saved in data dictionary. Excluding these five hundred and
fifty two characters, few other characters are already entered
previously before entering final data sample in the system.
B. Training Process
For the determination of good effective training process, it
needs to have more training samples. Training process
provides training set and adjustment of weights of network
synapses. The Collection of Training set in proposed solution
is Training Set = “Set of training Samples of Sindhi Isolated
handwritten Characters of different authors”. So the training
sample is considered as input vector and desired output vector
in case of supervised learning method. Here the length of
input vector is similar in size to input layer as the length of the
output neuron in output layer. Supervised training process
creates three layers. Input layer containing four hundred
neurons. Hidden layer contains four neurons and output layer
contains two neurons as shown in following figure. These
layers are created to construct the network topology. To make
an effective learning process for Sindhi isolated handwritten
characters, four hidden layers are used. These neurons are
actually desired input and output for proposed solution. Linear
layer is used because user input is not further modified by
adding any biased or activated function. According to
figure10 the properties of any layer can be modified at any
step.

Figure10. Neural network Layers Construction [self]

Training process needs training data to train a network.
Here in the proposed solution training data is collected from
native and nonnative writers. Five native and five nonnative
writers comprised of fifty two characters in five different
samples sets. Total five hundred twenty input patterns were
collected to train. Training process iteration of back
propagation network is stored and retrieved.

Figure11. Dieselization of Stream [self]

The above stanza of code is used in the application and will
return the Back propagation Network object stored at the
given path.

C. Learning Rate
Learning rate parameter is used in proposed solution to
regulate the neural network learning process. It accelerated
and can make slow down the learning process of neural
network. The learning of network topology is associated with
all three layers. It can be customized for each layer. The
method known as “Set Learning Rate” is used to adjust
learning rate of the neural network as shown in figure 13.

Figure13. Change of learning Rate

The repetition process of training cycle at large number of
times enables network to ultimately learn different samples
very effectively. The higher learning rate (rate near to zero) is
directly proportional to the large number of training epochs
and due to large number of training epochs, it makes extreme
slow progress during training process. So it is the only one
disadvantage of back propagation algorithm that it makes
slower specially in high learning rate which is very necessary
for Sindhi Isolated handwritten characters because of similar
geometric, calligraphic glyphs. Back propagation approach of
Sindhi isolated character recognition used activation function
to collect outputs from input patterns. The default linear
sigmoid derivatives are computed.
D. Learning comparison
Training data were collected from two different types of
writers. One of them was nonnative writer who did not know
about Sindhi alphabets. Input pattern given by nonnative
writers are more different in shape and size then an input
given by a native writer of Sindhi language. Below is the
graph which shows the average difference of learning time of
two different types of writer’s inputs. Figure 14 represents the
average time interval of learning process of same characters
by two different writers. Vertical legends are representing
time interval taking by system for the recognition and the
horizontal legends are representing the input sources.
According to observations, the variation in learning time
appears due to different writing styles of writers, nonnative
writer who cannot exactly write the characters.

Figure14 –Interval between native and none native writer.

E. Experimental Results
Recognition process first gets input patterns from drawing
panel. All numbers of recognized alphabets are loaded and
iterated. Input patterns are further run by network method and
provide output. According to table 2, for the testing of
proposed solution the input data was collected from four
different writers.
TABLE2. RESULTS OF NATIVE AND NONE NATIVE WRITERS

Figure12. Construction of Training set [self]

A class name “iserializable” is used to preserve set of
training patterns into file system.

Native Writer

1

Number of inputs

52
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Correct
Results
48

%
92.30%
21

Native writer
Total inputs
None Native writer
Total inputs
None Native writer
Total inputs

2
52
3
52
4
52

47

90.38%

43

82.69%

40

76.92%

really fall in satisfactory criteria because both types of users
who enter the data for the supervision and for the recognition
were not used to write Sindhi language on a software system.
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